Sample Teambuilding Agenda

August 1, 2019
2:00 – 4:00 pm
20 people

NOTE TO ORGANIZERS: Please do not share detailed information regarding activities with participants.

AGENDA

2:00–2:10
Welcome
Front Desk

• Meet the facilitator in the Front Lobby.
• Groups are assigned and the tone is set.

2:10–2:20
Icebreaker:
Alternate Realities
Gallery 228

• The facilitator asks each person to pick one of the selected artworks.
• Participants explain why they felt connected to that piece.
• Facilitator tells a story about each piece.
• Each participant decides if they still feel connected with the piece they chose, or decide to pick another. They explain why.

2:20–3:30
Team Challenge:
Scavenger Hunt
All Galleries

• Facilitator explains the rules and randomly assign teams.
• Each group works together to complete the hunt.
• The questions on the hunt test participants’ creativity, innovation, and make them look closely at the artwork.
• The teams must meet back in the Great Hall on time.

3:30–3:45
Communication Activity:
Draw What You Hear
Gallery 229

• Facilitator explains the rules and pairs the group in teams of two.
• One person from each team is blindfolded and led by their partner to sit opposite a selected artwork.
• Without turning around, the teammate may take off the blind fold.
• The teammate facing the art describes the work as the other draws it.

3:45–4:00
Wrap Up
Gallery 229

• The group discusses how to incorporate their teambuilding experience into their workplace environment.
• The winners of the scavenger hunt will be announced!